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MEMOIR, THEMES AND STRUCTURE

• What’s the difference between an autobiography and a memoir? 
The answer to this question could be the beginning of your 
identifying a strong thematic concept and narrative structure for 
the memoir you want to write, and the book others will want to 
read. 

• In this class, we will consider what makes a memoir cohere, what 
drives a compelling narrative for a reader, and how you can 
capture energy and emotion to tell your best story. 

• If you have questions during this presentation, please type them 
into the chat function, or jot them down for our Q&A.



AUTOBIOGRAPHY OR MEMOIR?

• You can write your autobiography only once; it portrays your linear 
life story, starting with who your parents were and where you were 
born, and continuing with your significant experiences in early, 
middle, and later life. 

• You can write multiple memoirs organized around different themes, 
for example a memoir of your life as a musician, your sailing 
adventures, your hitch in the service, or your religious conversion 
experience in jail. 

• You might write all of these memoirs, but their subjects would 
probably not harmonize inside the covers of the same book, nor 
would they appeal to the same audiences.



AUTOBIOGRAPHY OR MEMOIR?

• That last part is key if you want to write for a wider audience than your 
own family. If your intended audience is your own family, then consider 
what they would want to know or what you want to preserve.
• One more definition: a memoir charts the writer’s consciousness and is 

about what the person writing it thinks, feels, and believes. This is different 
from a fact based nonfiction book, in which the subject matter is the focus 
and the writer’s relationship to it is more a function of organizing the 
material than reflecting upon it.  This is a general definition, and you will of 
course find more or less reflective nonfiction, but in general nonfiction is 
not about the writer but instead about a subject the writer has 
researched. The process of that discovery might also be part of the book.



LOST PLACES:
ON LOSING AND FINDING HOME

Lost Places started indirectly, while I was writing other things (novels, 
stories, poems—8 other books). It evolved from experiences, writing, 
and research on space, place, landscapes, and in consideration of 
connections with earth, self, others, and spirit.  These subjects were 
preoccupations that I needed to make conscious in order to write the 
book. 
Write your memoir out of what you cannot live without doing and 
thinking about.  Your genuine enthusiasm will drawn others to your 
subject.
Your subject should follow from your interests, not from an outside 
prompting or some grafted idea about what others will want to read. 
The latter book would be a subject driven nonfiction book not a 
memoir.  General nonfiction is not memoir.



BEGINNINGS, ORIGINS OF LOST PLACES

• I presented an academic conference paper about place in 
literature. 

• Years before moving into the city from a rural setting, I 
volunteered at a homeless shelter in the same neighborhood 
where I would eventually live. When these two things came 
together, my consciousness about domestic space, 
neighborhood, home and homelessness shifted. 

• Four years after moving into the city, I was invited to write an 
essay for an anthology (“Neighborhood of Desire,” in Desire:  
Women Write about Wanting, 2007), which I later adapted as a 
chapter in LP.



• Traveling repeatedly to the western U.S., California and 
the Colorado Plateau (where CO, UT, NM, and AZ meet), I 
had previously researched and written a novel with 
parallel action in SW Virginia and the west (The Land 
Between, 2003).

• Eventually, I mapped the material I had, including notes and 
journals, projected what I needed and spent a month 
writing in CO (2008). It would take another seven years 
(another month in CO, 2014), and then a couple more 
years to finish the book. In order to get to this stage, I had 
to recognize my theme and what material fit into that 
theme.



EXPLORING DEFINITIONS OF HOME

• The earth, eco- (our home planet). Geographical place, 
landscapes and place affinities, as well as feelings and events 
of displacement.

• Regions as social/political landscapes, contested histories 
and spaces.

• Making and breaking homes with others, life narratives 
through domestic spaces, “home improvement,” renovation 
and biography homes.

• Embodiment, “house of the spirit,” aging, “going home.”



• Home= a sense of belonging: family, friendships, affinity groups. Self-
definition as evolving, overwritten by time, fractured (losing one’s way, 
losing it); struggling to feel at home with oneself and in relationship to 
others.

• Spiritual moorings, belief systems that place or displace us.

• Geography, writing the land; writing and literature as homes.



WHAT IS PLACE?

Exploring the meaning of home, led me to explore definitions of place.

• Space that has stories told about it becomes a place. Do places 
only exit as narratives, the stories told about it?

• Place is also space that holds memories of a people over time, 
memories and contested memories. Does place exist in memory, 
simultaneously with physical space? Can place be erased from 
space when erased from the memory of a people?



• Conclusions: Place is a long event, an accumulation of different meanings 
to different people over time.  When memories and associated meanings 
and narratives collide, a place becomes contested.

• When time overwrites a space with events, it becomes a place. Places are 
therefore fluid not fixed.  Places are more idea than thing. This is why a 
place can evoke radically different responses-- from reverence to fear to 
disgust-- in different people with different experiences and stories of the 
same physical place.

New definitions drawn from anthropology, theology, and history led me to 
consider consciousness and place as inseparable.



• Appalachia, far SW Virginia, the Roanoke Valley and 
surrounds.

• Virginia history, contested representations.
• Various houses, domestic spaces where I’ve made homes.
• The SW: the Colorado Plateau, Chaco Culture in NW 

New Mexico, NW Colorado.
• Malta, Italy, and a scattering of other places here and 

abroad that evoked my consideration of cultures.
• The natural world, the outdoors.
• Place in literature, literature as place. 
• The physical body, the displacement of aging.
• Outer space and inner dimensions, beyond what is visible 

and bound by linear time, and what is not.

MY PLACES



METHOD, STYLE, AND DESIGN

A memoir in essays, following 25 years (my early 30’s-mid 50’s), filtered through 
domestic space and place.

The essays move around in time and space as memory does; this meant I needed to 
follow modular not linear narrative design. My essays are mosaic and lyrical, someone 
said woven like a Navajo rug with visible knots and areas left purposely blank.

Other stylistic considerations:  Voice. Whom will you be on the page? A written self is a 
construct for the reader; it is not all of who you are. It is that part of you you’ve chosen 
to present in this particular book.  In LP, I decided to write myself and my life as 
evolving, fallible, permeable, interconnected, and questing, not as solid and fixed. For that 
reason, I included some of my daily life to interject a sense of uncertainly and urgency 
around trying to make meaning of things.



HOW DO YOU IDENTIFY THEMES FOR YOUR 
MEMOIR?

• If you gave a title to your life, what would it be?

• Identify the things you gravitate toward without effort, the 
places, the people, the experiences, the books you read 
and want to read.

• In the written material you may have amassed in any form 
(letters, journals, diaries, fiction, essays, or poetry), what 
subjects leap out to you and what have others remarked 
upon?  What subjects and approaches keep recurring?



MODULAR OR LINEAR NARRATIVE DESIGN?

• Linear narrative design follows chronology, even if there are gaps or 
flashbacks.  Events are told in the order in which they occurred.  
Linear structures are the most common.

• Modular or non-linear design organizes material out of 
chronological order; it disrupts the time line of events.  Blocks of 
material can move around according to related themes or ideas 
regardless of cause and effect.



5 PARTS OF NARRATIVE STRUCTURE, 
WHETHER LINEAR OR NON-LINEAR

• Characters 
• Setting
• Plot
• Conflict
• Resolution

• And yes, even a memoir must in some way address these five 
traditional parts of narrative.  Let’s see how:



5 PARTS OF NARRATIVE STRUCTURE, 
WHETHER LINEAR OR NON-LINEAR

• In memoir, the narrator or writer is a character along with any other 
people described. 

• The events will happen somewhere, this is setting.  Take time to 
consider how setting, character, and events interact.

• Plot is the arrangement of the events.  You will be selecting what to tell, 
even if your design is linear. Plot is how events and characters influence 
each other: cause and effect.

• Conflict is necessary in any written narrative.  To engage readers, you 
will include struggles and challenges, not just triumphs.

• Resolution.  You must find a way to conclude your narrative that honors 
the material and provides a satisfying ending for the reader.



WHY DO READERS READ MEMOIRS?



WHY DO READERS READ MEMOIRS?

They read them to think about their own lives as much or 
more than to learn about the writer’s life.



THEY READ TO REFLECT ON THEIR OWN 
LIVES IN RELATION TO THE LIFE STORY THEY 

ARE READING.

If this is true, what does it mean for the writer of a memoir if 
he or she wishes to engage an audience?



5 KEY CONCEPTS TO (RE)CONSIDER

• Identifying your memoir’s theme.
• Stylistic decisions such as voice and narrator construction.

• Narrative design, linear or non-linear.
• Addressing the five elements of narrative structure: 

character, setting, conflict, plot, resolution.
• Working with audience awareness.



LIST OF MEMOIRS BY MODERN AND 
CONTEMPORARY AUTHORS

Maya Angelou: I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings
James Dodson: Final Rounds
Mary Doty: Still Life with Oysters, Heaven’s Coast, Dog Years
Paul Lisicky: Famous Builder, The Narrow Door, Later
Sally Mann: Hold Still: A Memoir with Photographs
Richard McCann: Mother of Sorrows
Maggie Nelson: The Argonauts
Douglas Preston: Talking to the Ground: One Family’s Journey on Horseback Across the 
Sacred Land of the Navajo
Lia Purpura: On Looking: essays
David Shields: The Thing About Life is One Day You’ll Be Dead, How Literature Saved

my Life
Rebecca Solnit: Recollections of my Nonexistence, A Field Guide to Getting Lost
Ocean Vuong: On Earth We are Briefly Gorgeous (this is a novel but is more of an

epistolary memoir)
Christian Wiman: My Bright Abyss: Meditation of a Modern Believer
Richard Wright: Black Boy



THANK YOU!

What are your questions about memoir or your own project? 

Raise your virtual hand or type into the chat to everyone.


